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	I read the book for enjoyment and pleasure, as well as enlightenment. It was a delightful learning experience.
	
		--Thomas Lee Bucky, MD

	
		This book teaches radiology in a way that mimics a lively setting on the wards. To have fun in learning the theoretical basis of imaging and the interpretation of radiographs and other modalities, in the context of clinical examination and findings, this is the book for you.

	
		The basics of imaging are described using analogies from daily life to make them as understandable and memorable as possible. The material of radiology is described using actual cases; the most common differential diagnoses are presented. A great amount of image material supports the learning process.

	
		A storyline runs through the book: four students in their final year of medical school are involved in active discussion of the cases, so that the reader also feels a part of the diagnostic process.
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Mac OS X Tiger For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005

	Mac OS X just keeps getting better! The newest cat in the pack, 10.4 Tiger, has new bells and whistles and terrific updates that make it even easier and more fun to use, which is why you won’t want to miss out on the helpful guidance this book has to offer.


	Written by “Dr. Mac” himself, veteran Macintosh expert...
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Brain-Computer Interfaces: Applying our Minds to Human-Computer InteractionSpringer, 2010

	For generations, humans have fantasized about the ability to create devices that can see into a person’s mind and thoughts, or to communicate and interact with machines through thought alone. Such ideas have long captured the imagination of humankind in the form of ancient myths and modern science fiction stories. Recent advances in...
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Using WebPageTest: Web Performance Testing for Novices and Power UsersO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Learn basic and advanced uses of WebPagetest, the performance measurement tool for optimizing websites. This practical guide shows users new to this tool how run tests and interpret results, and helps experienced users gain a better and more thorough understanding of hidden features in WebPagetest that make testing easier.

	...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 Pocket Consultant Databases, Services, & ManagementMicrosoft Press, 2013

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for managing databases and services in Exchange Server 2013. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done-whether at your desk or in the field.

...
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The J2EE TutorialAddison Wesley, 2002
You're familiar with Java™ programming, but now it's time for you to take it to the next level and begin creating enterprise applications with the Java™ 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE™). The J2EE™ Tutorial is the hands-on, example-driven guide that offers unparalleled technical guidance...
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Solved Problems in Quantum and Statistical Mechanics (UNITEXT / Collana di Fisica e Astronomia)Springer, 2012

	This work arises from our teaching this subject during many years. The vast majority of these exercises are the exams we gave to our students in this period. We carefully selected the subjects of the exercises to cover all the material which is most needed  and which is treated in the most well known texts on these subjects. Each...
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